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A Word From The Chair – Harriet Eisner
Totley AC: an amazing range of faces and
paces!
Totley AC's year got underway with the
supremely well-organised Series' curtain
raiser Tigger Tor. This race embodies the
spirit of our Club with members happy to
put themselves forward to marshal or
run this tough winter event in equal
measure! If you are new to Totley, or just
not considered doing the Series before,
why not have a look at the website in time
for the next race: Tigers’ Todger?
Out and about on the tarmac in Sheffield
at the moment and you will spot people training for the Sheffield Half and
London Marathon. England Athletics gives the Club free places for the
VLM depending on how many of its members are affiliated to EA.
Membership of the EA can be made by sending £14 to Totley’s
Membership Secretary Bryan Bradwell and gives you a reduction on road
race entry fees. The more Club members affiliated to EA can give Totley
AC extra free London Marathon places awarded to Totley members who
have tried unsuccessfully to get into the VLM and have contributed to the
Club during the year. So please consider signing up to the EA.
Off tarmac and I can see Totley’s men and women, new and old, have been
doing heroic running in the High Peak Marathon and well done (just to
pick on one amongst many other races) to Clare Howard for being 20th lady
in the Transgrancanaria Marathon. Worth reading the small print: 1200m
of ascent! If you have something to say runningwise, tell us about it in the
magazine. We all want to know!
Totlies are amazing people doing amazing things bobbing up in swimming
pools, lakes, on bikes, in gyms, in supermarkets and on trains!
Look out for each other and happy running!
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Meet the Captains
Ladies Captains - Caz Kay and Corin Leach

W

e’d like to:

•

Increase participation in team events such as the Round Sheffield Relays,
Dam Flask Relays, 5 Milers, Ian Hodgson MR, FRA Relays, Cross Country as
well as local races

•

Get more ladies at training sessions

•

More social interaction amongst the ladies with more friendships being built

•

We’d love to encourage and support ladies to try new races and set themselves
new challenges they thought not to be previously attainable

•

Help ladies to increase their confidence in navigation and map reading skills

Mens Captains - Bart Shaw and Steve Franklin

W

e’d like to:



Increase participation in team events such as the Round Sheffield Relays,
Dam Flask Relays, 5 Milers, Ian Hodgson MR, FRA Relays, Cross
Country



Travel - We’d love to get the Totley Vest seen at races far and wide.



Develop a more consistent training and social scene for the men.

We’re sure the above will develop over the year and all suggestions and ideas are
more than welcome!
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Caz Kay

Corin Leach

Age: 38
Age: 31
Born: Sheffield
Born: Victoria B.C. Canada
Lives: in Bradway with husband Mick and Lives: A stone’s throw from the club hut.
Casey (9) and Bobby (3)
Job: Supply Logistics Co-ordinator
Uni: Sheffield Hallam
officially but website & social media stuff
too!
Job: PE teacher at Notre Dame High
Pets: My loyal running partner Luna the 4
School
year old Sprocker Spaniel
Pets: None
Favourite colour: Green
Favourite colour: Pink
Can't run without: Getting cold, so an
Can’t run without: Pink socks
unbelievable amount of spare kit.
Pre run brekky: Porridge pot (golden
syrup) with a few crunchy nut cornflakes Pre-run Brekky: Porridge with chopped
banana and maple syrup.
chucked in
Tea or Coffee: Definitely Coffee and not
Favourite author: Lesley Pearse
instant where possible.
Tea or Coffee? Good coffee
Other interests: Cooking/Eating,
Other interests: Cycling, swimming
Cycling, Lindy Hop dancing.
(Triathlon), nutrition, strength &
Favourite Music Genre: Acoustic &
conditioning
Classic Rock but a little bit of everything
Favourite music genre: R n B
too.
Favourite food/meal: Rice, Curry,
Favourite Food/Meal: Growing up on an
Chicken
island (much smaller than the UK) I ate
Favourite naughty food: Cake
Don’t know much about: Politics/history loads of seafood; so crab, mussels, fish
etc.
Totley member since: 2012 (I think)
Favourite naughty food: Ice Cream. I
Favourite races: The Round Sheffield
went through a phase of eating a white
Run, Loch Ness Marathon, Burbage
chocolate magnum every night for about 4
skyline
months last year...need I say more?
Greatest sporting achievement: Bronze
Don't know much about: Astrophysics.
medal at the 2016 European sprint
duathlon champs, representing Team GB Totley Member Since: 2012
Greatest Sporting Achievement: Setting
for my age group.
a Guinness World Record at London
Marathon last year for Fastest Marathon in
a Ghillie Suit 3:59:13.
Favourite race: Salt cellar boulder – I
love the second half, after you touch the
boulder.
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Bart Shaw

Steve Franklin

Age: 35
Born: London
Lives: in Bents Green with wife Rachel
Steen.
Uni: Manchester
Job: Works for an education think-tank
called LKMco.
Favourite colour: Should be green, I say
its red, it’s actually blue.
Can’t run without: warming up properly
to protect those glass hips!
Pre run brekky: Porridge with honey,
berries and a banana.
Favourite author: read a lot of
biographies, favourite novelist probably
someone classic, old and taking several
months to finish!
Tea or Coffee? Both but definitely
addicted to coffee.
Other interests: Climbing, skiing,
schools, music, football.
Favourite music genre: The usual.
Classical, drum and bass, late 90s Uk
garage, early 00s grime.
Favourite food/meal: Pasta
Favourite naughty food: Crisps
Don’t know much about: DIY. I’m
useless, but make sure everyone knows
when I do manage something complex
like hanging a picture!
Totley member since: 2014
Favourite races: Hodgson Brothers’
Relay, Burbage skyline, Sheffield Half
Greatest sporting achievement: Getting
through a full fell racing season without
some sort of collision with fencing, stiles
or getting lost (it hasn’t happened yet!).

Age: 29
Born: Sheffield
Lives: Just round the corner from the Club
Hut
Uni: Undergrad: Bangor. Post Grad:
Leeds Met
Job: Running shop owner
Pets: Skip the Running Dog
Favourite colour: Green (honest)
Can’t run without: Foam rolling my legs
(and a good poo) (< am I allowed to write
this?)
Pre run brekky: Porridge with banana
and raspberry jam.
Favourite author: I’m not very well read
but one of my favourite books is Running
with the Buffaloes
Tea or Coffee? Coffee but only one a day
or else I go a bit mad.
Other interests: Climbing, cooking,
baking, biking, whisky.
Favourite music genre: Rock and metal
but I do like most types.
Favourite food/meal: Porridge
Favourite naughty food: Peanut butter
but it MUST be crunchy
Don’t know much about: History
Totley member since: 2013
Favourite races: The Welsh 1000s
Greatest sporting achievement: Beating
both my dad and brother at table tennis for
the first time on the same night.
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Totley AC – How it all began
Colin White

T

he article below, reproduced from the November 1985 edition of the South

Sheffield Guardian, details how our running club was formed in 1981. The last
sentence shows that the Club has maintained its traditional values!
Totley Athletic Club, whose cross country season in the South Yorkshire League
got under way on their own doorstop in Graves Park, has grown out of the 1979
decision of a group of Crown Inn regulars to enter the Star Walk.
For two years they wore Crown Totley vests, raising 100s of pounds for charity.
In 1981 they joined Totley Sports Club and decided to launch an athletics section.
It quickly became known as TAC. The Sports Club provided the first dozen vests.
With some of the members moving away from race walking into running, the
Amateur Athletics Association was joined.
In the following four years TAC had great success in the Star Walk, failing only in
1984 to provide the winner.
During the last three years TAC has organised the Blackamoor Chase which from
a humble beginning with just a handful of runners, had grown to almost 500 this
year.
The Club also organises runs on Boxing Day and Easter Monday.
Quite a number of the members, however, do not compete at all. They join for the
many and varied social events.

A Brief History of Tigger Tor Fell Race
Don Longley
Tigger Tor Fell race is born ** 1986 **
Back in the early 80’s, winters were much colder and longer. During January and
February the conditions at Tigers rugby club, high above Sheffield at Dore Moor,
were unplayable. So I decided to organise a fell race. This would keep the club
facilities in use.
Spring 2017
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Tigers 10 had been run for two years so this was just another race, or so we
thought!
** 1986 **
Tigers to Higger Tor Fell Race was started with a lot of help from my wife
Glennis and many others. 58 runners entered and ran.
The race started with a lap of both boggy rugby pitches then over private land to
the fell gate (check point 1).
The next check point was Carl Wark at the top of the rocky outcrop on the north
face. Finally climbing to the trig point on Higger Tor summit.
The route back to the fell gate was your own choice, then followed the flagged
route back to Tigers for a hot bath, a pint and a chip butty!
Malcolm Patterson (Dark Peak) won in 49:42, Jacky Smith (Dark peak) first
female in 61:10
** 1988 **
I extended the race onto Stanage Edge to the
Cowper Stone trig point. Then to Upper Burbage
bridge and then following the Burbage valley
back to the Stone Bridge. From here it joined the
old route back to Tigers.
Andy Trigg (Glossopdale Harriers) won in 62:25
Don Longley (Totley AC) 21st in 69:25 (I had
to get that one in)
Sue Ratcliffe (Saddleworth) 73:27.
The same year we organised a junior race which
used the same start round the rugby pitches, over private land to the fell gate and
then Oxstones summit and back (no erosion issues then)
R Lawrence (Bingley Harriers) won in 30:47, 11 ran.
** 1990 **
The runners were calling the race just Tigger Tor, and so the name changed.
** 1991 **
Snowy Tor / Top Attraction: Be prepared conditions could be difficult.
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After arctic conditions the week before the
race, who would have believed we would be
racing over Burbage Moor on the Sunday.
Only me! The 6th Tigger Tor fell race was
good to go!
British Champion Colin Donnelly (Eryri)
turned up to race. He followed local Dark
Peak runner Andy Harmer who carefully
plotted the route. They raced against each
other in the championship races.
Most of the route went over hard packed
frozen snow drifts, especially over Stanage Edge. The trig point was showing, but
no rocks were visible, so a straight run over the tops. Andy Harmer led most of
the way, but after the second visit to the Stone Bridge, Colin Donnelly started to
ease ahead being able to follow the footprints of the outward runners. He
eventually finished in 1 hour 10 minutes, just 1 minute 1 second ahead of Harry
Waterhouse. Andy Harmer finished in 5th, only 1 minute 20 seconds behind the
winner. The total runners was 192.
The junior race also took place, with a shorter route which didn't go as far as
Oxstones. 10 Juniors ran the race.
Tigger Tor is now 31 years old.
There are many more stories to tell:
Runners without numbers.
Fall outs with local land owners.
Many route changes at the start to get safely onto the fells.
Course route changes by request of the Peak Park, North Lees Estate.
Recording the results.
And much more….
I am so pleased that the race organisation has been taken on by Ian Bradbury. He
is doing a great job.
** 2017 **
This year was a record entry of 470. Fantastic, remember the first race had an
entry of 58. Long may Tigger Tor Race continue.
Spring 2017
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Feeling the Fear and Imposter Syndrome
(Joining Totley Athletics as a Wannabe Newbie)
Jane Hughes
The above title could include “on-line lurking” too. Basically, I spent two years
lurking around the Totley website and failing to get over my fear and join. I
imagine there might be a lot of other lurkers not daring to join in. There could be
thousands...who knows!
The start....
It began two years ago in the usual January “ I need to lose weight “ flurry of diet
and exercise. After being forced around a park run in the painfully slow time of
36 minutes...but actually finishing – an achievement in itself – I began slowly
building up the running. After emerging a year later, a stone and a half lighter – I
was hooked. It began as a way to shift the
flab but I began to notice the feeling of
elation followed by several hours of
endorphin high after a run. At the same
time, I also began to notice several
“greyhound types” as I thought of them,
bounding around in their old-school style
green vests with the white stripes. “What is
this strange tribe of people?” I thought.
“Are they born like that or can you grow
into one?” A glance at the totley website told me all I needed to know. There was
mention of a gruelling sounding terminator race, people casually mentioning
‘little’ ten or eleven mile trots out on the fells. “Yep – it’s a different race of
humans altogether”, was the conclusion. Not for mere mortals.
First Foray...
After completing the Sheffield half-marathon and bringing up the rear on a couple
of short fell races however I decided to pluck up my courage and have another
lurk on the website. I also ‘phoned a friend’. We were too scared to actually go
8
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on a run and show ourselves up so we decided to start doing the circuit training on
a Monday evening. Daunting in itself as there are some people there who appear
to be able to contort themselves into strange positions – not to mention doing
twenty push-ups at the drop of a hat. We both suffered horribly from “imposter
syndrome” but we discovered a good technique - at the casual mention of an ultra
marathon, a little 18 mile reccie jaunt across the wintry hills etc, just nod your
head and stare at the floor. This seems to work on the whole and people think
you’re one of them and you’ve probably done the UTMB in Switzerland at the
weekend and you’re just very tired.
Transition
As a result of all the support and encouragement of the Totley tribe we are both
starting to go out on longer runs in the peaks. Who knows – one of us might be
brave enough to go on a Sunday run. We also do things on our own now without
the other one as we’re both getting over imposter syndrome fear! I am also about
to buy the green and white vest. I don’t think I am ever going to be a greyhound
type – unless my bones themselves shrink – but I am looking forward to wearing
my new vest on one of the upcoming fell races. If there are any other ‘lurkers’ out
there I would encourage them to be brave and join the Totley tribe. Most of them
are fairly normal really. Turns out you can grow into one of them – sort of.
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Meet the 2017 Committee!
Can you match the fact to the committee member?
Don Longley: President

Rob Mason: Vice-President

Harriet Eisner: Chair
Colin White:
Treasurer
Bryan Bradwell:
Membership
Anna & Kevin
Megson: Training
co-ordinators

Clare Howarth &
Sam Mellor:
Magazine Editors

Roz
Massey:
Social

Jane Harriman & Yvonne
Twelvetree: Secretary

co-ordinator
Penny Sadler & Steve
Pope: Kit officers

Bart Shaw &
Steve Franklin:
Men’s Captains
Corin Leach
& Caz Kay:
Lady’s
Captains

For answer: see inside back cover
Spring 2017
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1. Best fell race: weekend Manx
Mountain Marathon 31 miles/9000 ft
3. Represented the South East
Region at the British National
Lifesaving Championships

2. Ran in an
Olympic stadium
4. Was a professional
singer

6. Still doesn’t believe that
they have peaked.

5. Wishes they were
better at running on fells

8.
Played
prop
forward for Sheffield
Tigers RUFC
11.
Their
last
marathon was on the
maasai
mara
in
Kenya.

12. Isn’t much of a
drinker these days but
upholds Totley AC’s
fine tradition of real
ale drinking.
14. Aged 9, had a
starring role as Eve
which involved singing
a song called “Seems
to me it’s rather rude,
standing shivering in
the nude!”
12

7. Fastest 5 miles:
28:38 Maltby
9. Can walk on
their hands.

10.
An
embroidered
cushion
they
made as a child
was in a book.

13. Was overtaken by
a
womble
on
Embankment in the
London Marathon. It
was
the
fastest
womble on Earth.

15. Qualified for the
European sprint age
groups triathlon champs
this year.
Spring 2017

Hodgson Brothers Mountain Relay
Bart Shaw
On the website for the Hodgson Brothers Mountain Relay, there’s a statement on
each page that boldly tells the reader that the race is “the best day of the year”.
I’m aware I might be getting myself into hot water here, having got married in
May, but it’s hard to argue.
The race is in Patterdale, a beautiful corner of the Lake District and feels like a
festival for fell runners, and attracting over 500 runners from 70 clubs around the
country as a tribute to Ian and Michael Hodgson, fell running brothers who died in
tragic circumstances in 1985 and 2015 respectively. Although their parents no
longer organise the event, it retains a lot of that family feel.
Every year, Totley takes over a corner of the Skyeside campsite near Brothers
water, and on the Saturday afternoon the team and invaluable support crew put up
tents and set off to jog their races routes for the following day. Reconvening in
the pub, our tactical strategy was finessed. Hazel, Pat, Susan and Ali began the
psychological battle early, spotting the Dark Peak ladies ordering fish and chips,
and ostentatiously choosing pasta instead. Personally, I was worried about how
we were going spot other mixed teams and so know who to race. An obvious
solution was pointed out: look for the pair of men handing over to a pair of
women (or vice versa) at each changeover point. Simple.
The next morning was simply stunning, with the fells above the campsite lit up
with bright sunshine and an early morning mist lingering in the valley. Our
support crew of Aidan (who’d cycled 112 miles to get here), Sarah, Rach, Skip
and Sweep got to work picking up race numbers, working out who needed picking
up from which changeover points, and picking up bags of food and warm clothing
for finishing runners. The early morning mist burnt off and it felt more like high
summer than October, with Aidan treating us all by going topless to work on his
tan.
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Our first pair of Hazel and Pat led us off on leg one, out of Patterdale and over
Angle Tarn mainly and fast, runnable ground. They got us off to a flyer, Hazel
leading the way up the climb
before working hard to keep ahead
of Pat’s legendary descending as
they flew down towards the
changeover at Hartsop. At the
changeover we made sure we
carried out last night’s plan,
making a mental note of each
mixed team as women handed
over to men. Calder Valley were
first through in 47 minutes, with
Blackcombe hot on their heels in 48, Chorley another 30 seconds behind. Settle
were fourth in 48 minutes, ahead of Pennine in 50. Helm Hill were next through
in 51 minutes, their local knowledge just holding off Hazel and Pat’s downhill
charge. Totley finished the leg in 52
minutes, 3 minutes faster than hoped
for and putting Sam and I in a great
position.
The day before we’d decided to set off
steady, keep an eye on our rivals and
start racing the other mixed teams at the
top of the first climb. The canny
observer will notice the flaw in our
plan. We knew who was ahead but had
no way of knowing who the mixed
teams behind us were, and sure enough
one of them came flying past on the
track right at the start, a Borrowdale
pair including the legendary Mark
Roberts. Not knowing they were a
14
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mixed team we let them go, keen to save our energy and use their local
knowledge to pick out lines for us as we watched them head up the hill. On the
plus side, their lines and Sam’s relentless pace up the runnable top section of High
Street, meant we were able to pick off Chorley, Helm Hill and Settle before
enjoying the benefits of our sensible start and letting loose downhill, finally
reeling in Pennine and Calder who arrived at the checkpoint a few seconds after
us.
At Kirkstone Pass Susan and Ali rocketed off up the well named Red Screes, the
toughest ascent of the day, with Susan speaking afterwards in awestruck tones
about Ali’s ability to keep up a conversation on such energy sapping ground.
Pennine managed to sneak in front on the climb as Susan and Ali topped out neck
and neck with Calder. At the leg three to four changeover a nervous wait ensued.
Blackcombe had held an unassailable lead for
much of the race and were first through in just
under 3 hours, then Pennine in 3 hours 13 and
Borrowdale in 3.15. Rapid mental arithmetic,
coupled with Ali and Susan’s estimates from
their recce, had us calculating that we were out
of the race, but 10 minutes ahead of schedule a
pair of green vests burst through the trees and
into the changeover in 3.19 with Calder not far
behind in 3.22. The race for third was still on!
Our “anchor” pairing consisted of “perennial
Peak podium botherer” Steve Franklin, and jet
heeled youngster Jake Lane. Jake hadn’t a vest for the race, and instead was lucky
enough to wear Jeremy’s vintage number; an elegant mesh affair dating from a
few years before Jake was born. Suitably attired, they set off strongly up the
never-ending climb to Hart Crag while the rest of us made our way nervously to
the finish to see how the race panned out.
We arrived at the finishing field to find out that Sheffield had done well, with
Dark Peak finally ending Borrowdale’s 19 year winning streak and setting a new
Spring 2017
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course record to boot. For those of us who’ve been handsomely beaten in local
races by the whippets from the University Orienteering Club, it was heartening to
see so many of them dishing out the same treatment to the country’s best fell
runners. Dark Peak also won the Vet 40 race and the women’s race (perhaps fish
and chips is an under-rated pre-race nutrition strategy?). In the mixed race,
Blackcombe predictable hung onto their lead to finish in 4 hours 16, whilst
Pennine ran a strong final leg to finish 2nd in 4.27. Meanwhile the race for third
was heating up. Jake and Steve had made inroads into Borrowdale’s lead on the
climb, and were ramping up the pace over the technical scramble of St Sunday
crag when disaster struck on the descent. Jake fell,
cutting his hand and knee badly. As Steve described
it, he “lost a lot of blood and turned a funny shade
of yellow”. Jake unbelievably managed to keep
running, arriving at the finish wild eyed and running
straight through to the first aid tent (and later A&E).
Although the two lost nearly 10 minutes after the
fall, they brought the team home in 4 hours 43 and
heroically held off a late challenge from Calder
Valley (4.45). Given that Borrowdale finished 3rd in
4.34, had Jake not fallen it may have been a very
close finish indeed.
It was a fantastic run from every member of the team, and all made possible
thanks to Hazel’s organisation and the work of Aidan, Sarah and Rach in support.
Jake’s nasty tumble aside, we had a wonderful weekend in some of the best
scenery in England. Three things really stand out to me. First, that Lake District
races, and in particular these “championship” style events are a lot of fun, and
feature amazing running in spectacular places. Second, every year the captains
have a tough time getting a team together for this relay and I’d urge anyone who
thinks it sounds good to register their interest early. We should be trying to enter
two teams at least for a club our size. Finally, the social side of the weekend was
as important as the racing. It would be great to have groups of us going to champs
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races next year, regardless of ability, to enjoy weekends away in the Lakes and
elsewhere.

Kielder Cross Cycle Challenge
Feb 18/19 2017
Andrew Moore
I’d spotted this on the Si Events website and it looked like great fun. A 40K
Saturday night ride on the banks of Kielder Reservoir, followed by a more
arduous 60K ride the following morning, sharing some of the night ride tracks,
but adding four big forays into the surrounding hills and forest. Ironically it was
organised by Ian Mulvey’s High Terrain Events, who organised my last
competitive event - The Buttermere Triathlon in 2013 before I succumbed to knee
replacement, so I was confident that it was going to be well organised,
challenging and great value for money. Ian politely enquired if my leopard skin
shorts had made the trip, but the Institute of Sport wouldn’t release them.
Me and number one supporter arrived 3 hours before the race start in an absolute
deluge and settled into our own en-suite dorm. As the start time approached and
thankfully the rain stopped, I took a nap to try and quell the rising nausea – was it
pre-event nerves after a near 3 year absence or more likely the after effects of a
night out with Clive and Louie in Newcastle on Friday.
You could start when you liked between 6-6.30pm and
when I arrived at the Start at 6.05pm there was no one
there apart from the Marshalls, so I assumed people
were just starting at their leisure later as the sky was
clearing to a beautiful starry night. Mandy had set off
for a walk several minutes earlier and when I passed
her, confirmed that only 3 people had come passed
which fitted in fine with my promise to myself (and
Mandy) to just take it easy, enjoy the event, not fall off
and finish.
However after about 10 minutes riding, I could see a
steady procession of head torches ahead, streaming
round the various inlets and it became apparent they’d set people off before 6pm,
whilst I was still cat-napping. So it was ‘game on’, forget promises and get some
overtaking done. It was great fun; the Lakeside Trail is perfectly smooth with just
Spring 2017
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the occasional puddle. The weather alternated between clear skies giving moonlit
views over the reservoir and thick fog when the only thing you could hear and see
was your own breath. Half the field were on Cyclo Cross bikes and they really
hooned it round and I’d no chance of keeping up with them, but I was pleased that
no mountain bikers passed me and I finished a lot higher up the field than I
started. It was over far too soon and we retired into the restaurant for a beer, a
massive pasta meal and to exchange stories with other riders.
So to Sunday, again clear skies and fortified by a full English breakfast, I was
chomping at the bit and didn’t oversleep! The terrain was much more varied, there
were some seriously long ups and really fast downs on wide trails, narrow grassy
paths through the forest and shingle trails – about as much varied terrain as you
can imagine. I was having a great time – only being overtaken by one mountain
biker. Then sods-law just when I was in the middle of the remotest and muddiest
part of the course, my freewheel-hub gave up the ghost and I lost all pedal power.
I had to shove the bike a mile through gloopy clinging mud, then freewheel and
push through a further mile of ‘turks-head’ tussocks before trundling to the last
check point with still 16K of the 60K to complete. Bugger - game over. Or maybe
not – just after I’d loaded my stricken steed into a marshal’s van, another athlete
limped to the checkpoint, declaring he was in too
much pain to continue. His bike was healthy enough
though, so the deal was done and he kindly leant me
his bike to complete the course. The fact he was 6
inches shorter than me and was using clip-pedals and
I had flat shoes, just added to the challenge. I’m so
grateful to the lad because the last eyeballs out 2 mile
decent to the finish was the best part of the whole
weekends ride and bless him, he took my bike to the
finish and was there to greet me with Mandy when I
finished, beaming from ear to ear. A large bottle of
Tiger Beer found its way into his bottle cage when he
wasn’t looking.
In addition to providing her usual enthusiastic support, during my absence in the
hills, Mandy had cycled to Scotland and back, to complete a memorable weekend
for us both. The Beer in the Rising Sun later that night tasted sweeter than ever!
Definitely an event for the calendar next year.

18
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A Good Map
Totley AC Anglesey Weekend 2016
Andrew Moore
After the rigours of 2 hours of coasteering and a
long swim back to shore, I’d decided my
Saturday afternoon cycle would be a ‘leisurely 30
ish miles pootle round the island’ (quote). Four
hours later I staggered into the Spread Eagle pub,
after covering over 65 miles, more than ready for
a beer or two. Just recently when using an old
suitcase, Mandy thinks she discovered the reason
for my poor estimation, when the map I’d made
for the afternoon fluttered to the floor.

Strike While the Iron’s Hot
Winter Training in Madeira
Jeremy Brayshaw
This January, for the fifth year in succession, we went to Madeira and for the
second time we decided to run Funchal Half Marathon. There was also a full
marathon & a 10k. Madeira has an image of
being a holiday island for old folks. However,
it's trying to change that & offers numerous
other activities including a mountain running
weekend
in
April:
see
www.madeiraultratrail.com The island is
volcanic & therefore most parts are very steep.
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The organisers of the Half Marathon have managed to contrive a route which has
3 laps then a downhill past the finish &
2 circuits of the town before finishing
in front of Christian Ronaldo's statue &
hotel. We weren't the only English
fellrunners there: Gareth Briggs &
Joanne Hackett from Staffordshire
Moorlands were there as well, & we
cheered each other on as we looped
around, in fact Gareth was 1st English
man & Pat was 1st English woman.
Jeremy ended up on top of the podium
with a category win.
We have stayed in the same hotel for the last 5 years because it offers us the
perfect opportunity to train as much as we want. As well as running we play
tennis, swim, use the gym & do 4 yoga & Pilates classes a week. In addition to
running on the promenade we can catch a bus up the hills to run as much as we
want on the levadas. These are paths which follow the water drainage channels
which are all over the island following the contours. You get spectacular views as
well as being away from the roads & the main centre of tourism. Alternatively
you can sit by the pool in the sunshine & do nothing!

The Two Great Walks
Running in New Zealand, Jan 2017
Sam Mellor
There was signal by the window. We’d just arrived at Luxmore hut more fish that
human. The weather was absolutely foul, the wind was driving and we’d almost
reached the snow line. You wouldn’t think it was the height of summer. Chilled
and sodden to the bone, the booking form had unbelievably loaded on my phone
screen. I checked with Lisa if she still wanted to continue. A few taps later it was
booked.
Only 24 hours earlier I’d met Lisa at Queenstown airport for the first time, having
been introduced by Corin 2 days before Christmas Eve. We were both travelling
around New Zealand, and having arranged to meet on the South Island we had a
problem. The weather was terrible. After camping overnight by the lake we
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walked into the Department of Conservation looking for something to do. There
was only one place it wasn’t raining, and that was Mount Aspiring. But we
couldn't go there, the winds were 120km/h. But there had been last minute
cancellations on the Kepler track, two hours away at Te Anau. We plotted a route
that involved campsites, then discovered that actually some lodge space was
available. One look at the forecast made the decision for us.
There was also the Routeburn track further round towards Milford sound. The
Routeburn track was around 30km long and leads out of Fiordland National Park
and back into Aspiring National Park to finish near Glenorchy, about an hour west
of Queenstown. In other words, we could either walk back to Queenstown, or
drive for 4-5 hours all the way back round. And there was an intriguing
TrackHopper service, one where you could hire someone to drive the car round
for you. There wasn’t any hut or campsite availability so we’d have to do it in a
day, not the recommended 3 days. We sent off enquiries, booked the Kepler
lodges and set off to Te Anau.
The rain started as we approached Te Anau. We’d picked up two hitchhikers who
were camping, and we dropped them off, grateful that we’d booked the lodges. It
was 6 hours to the hut, but we didn’t pick up the tickets until gone 2pm. The lady
looked at us in our fell-running
tops. “You’re not wearing jeans are
you? You’ll be Ok”. I suspect if we
had been wearing jeans, the tickets
would not be forthcoming. We
wouldn’t start the track until 3pm.
At first it wasn’t too wet, the trees
containing most of the worst
downfall. The path contoured
around the lake, before turning
sharply left uphill. We had the
height of Snowdon to climb, and we were making good time, halving all the DoC
walk times. Then we emerged out of the tree line, and the wind hit with the full
force of the driving rain. In all it only took 3 hours and I couldn’t feel my hands,
the waterproof seals of my running top having given up. The hut with it’s fire was
such a welcoming sight. The steaming pile of drying clothes even set the alarm
off. At least my spare clothes were still dry. My sleeping bag however was not.
Still, in the corner there was signal, and TrackHopper had got back to me. It was
indeed possible to do the Routeburn in a day. They recommended 9-11 hours in
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total, and that the forecast for the end of the week was to clear up, and they had
availability for the Friday, but could be flexible as most people did it the other
way, so we could postpone in bad weather. We booked it, together with a dorm
and campsite at Gunns Camp next to the start. This was before the hut ranger gave
a pep talk on why we may want to turn back tomorrow given the weather
conditions.
Lisa and I discussed this. It’s hard to tell at what level of seriousness it would be.
But then, you travel halfway around the world, and who do you bump into? Sarah
Brooks. No, not that Sarah Brooks, this was Kiwi Sarah. Sarah was a bit of a great
walk veteran and had also done the Routeburn in a day. She said the times were
for average people. When you’re surrounded by active people you live in a
bubble, most people aren’t that active. And a lot of them do the Great Walks.
Looking around there were clearly people in the hut who weren’t the active types.
The walking times given on the track were clearly for them. We decided the
advice to turn back was too.
The next day Lisa and I crossed the ridge. The weather was still terrible, but it
was manageable. We had gotten used to being wet. You could tell it was beautiful
on the odd occasion the clouds parted. By midday the rain was easing but by then
we’d completed another 6 hour walk in 3 hours. We investigated a waterfall with
a tranquil pool for swimming in. It was a raging torrent. The hut was in a lovely
location, which was useful as the temptation to carry on was strong, but we settled
in and had a lovely afternoon and evening playing cards.
The next day it had stopped raining, and we completed the 12 hour walk out back
to Te Anau in 6 hours, picked up a lock box at the petrol station, re-stocked at the
supermarket then headed to Gunns Camp. As it turns out there was no phone
signal. We couldn’t rearrange the Routeburn pickup even if we wanted to, we
were going (or at least the hire car was). The pause in rain did not last long, that
night the rain was so heavy the paths turned into rivers and the huts shook with
each thunder clap. Thankfully we had a dorm, but lack of availability meant we
had to camp the next night. In the morning we asked to be upgraded to a dorm if
anyone cancelled. Then we headed to Milford Sound for a rest day.
It was stunning, absolutely stunning. I didn’t think I’d see blue sky ever again, but
there down by the coast in a little micro-climate, the clouds had parted. And
Milford Sound is one gorgeous place to be in the sunshine. The waterfalls?
Everywhere. That’s what all the suffering in the rain these last few days was for.
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Things were looking up, we’d got dorms for the night, and Lisa cooked a gourmet
meal in preparation. (If you ever hear her explain how she’s a rubbish cook, don’t
listen to her, she’s clearly had a lot of practice with a camping stove).
The Divide car park is at 530m above sea level. There’s something odd about
leaving your car and most of your belongings in a car park, hoping it would
magically appear 19 miles away on the other side of the hill. It was disconcerting
not being able to confirm with the transfer company. We’d just have to trust like it
was 1997. It’s amazing how dependent on mobile phones we’d become.
The sun had come out but it was still cold. The trousers and 2 T-shirts and a
Totley vest were on as we set off. Lisa had designs on running the High Peak
Marathon, and is somewhat a distance specialist. I’m not a distance runner, and
have a nasty habit of cramping up around 15 miles. On a 19 mile track that’s not
good news. So I was relying on Lisa’s experience to get me over the hill. The first
item on the agenda was for me to not take the front (I think Corin scared her by
saying I was speedy). I was also worried I’d go off too fast. The second item was
food, I reckon I never eat enough. I’d actually pulled my finger out and made
some sandwiches. Lisa insisted we ate something every hour.
The track is very runnable and heads off up the hill steadily, for what it effectively
a single up and down. We were running the flats and gentle uphills, and walked
the steeper sections. The steeper section was actually at the start as we climbed up
to the first viewpoint at Conical Hill. This is actually a side-track, but the views
were stunning. As it was unseasonably cold the snow line had come right down
and we were treated to fabulous views of
snow-capped peaks. Sadly Lisa’s GoPro
wasn’t working correctly, so we resorted to
phone pictures.
The first hut is Lake Howden only 2 miles
in, where the Greenstone and Caples track
split off, and the shorts came out and a
layer came off. It was turning into a
glorious day and was warming up. The track gradually ascended and we were
making good progress alternating between walking and jogging with the variable
ups and downs, past a large waterfall that was throwing out freezing water, what
the tour guides call a Glacial Facial. But then we emerged out of the tree line. It
may have been the excessive rain of the Kepler, but everything seemed especially
beautiful that day. We decided to stage manage some pictures of us running with
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snow capped peaks behind us. I first snapped Lisa, then she returned the favour. I
had my Totley on Tour photo!
Lake MacKenzie hut would be a stunning
place to spend the night, nestled into a valley
with peaks all around and a lake. We ate a
sandwich by the lake while a helicopter flew
up the valley, landed then flew back out again.
The path then ascended up a switch back and
at the top we started meeting walkers who’d
probably set off from the hut that morning. We
met a couple of people who had met in a
hostel and had arranged to leave cars at either end so they could walk it. Cheaper
than our method, but would involved a lot of driving!
I took the lead for the first time, and thought I made a reasonable effort of pacing.
In the valley below we could make out Gunn’s camp where we’d stayed the night,
looking insignificant against the Fiordland backdrop. Switching back to our usual
running order, we reached Harris Saddle, slightly over halfway and at 1255m is
the highest point on the Routeburn track, but not the highest point of our day.
From the shelter a path climbs up Conical hill which tops out at 1515m. The
TrackHopper guides say it has the best views of the track, so up we went! The
climb up was steep and tricky, so we walked all of it, but it was definitely worth
it. To the west was Fiordland, to the east is
Aspiring national park. It was also cold, so
we didn’t linger too long.
It’s downhill from here as we went down
the more technical track. We kept
overtaking a couple, then falling behind to
take pictures, overtook then fell behind. It
was getting comical. We came across a
boom box belting out music, strangely out
of place in the wilderness. It was a DoC
ranger performing maintenance to the path. He was delighted to see us running
the track, and we delved into discussions of fell races in the local area, especially
the feats of the ultra marathon runners who run the Kepler track, including the guy
who ran it, then ran back in the reverse direction to warm down.
Routeburn Falls Hut is another stunning location to stay the night, sitting atop a
beautiful green glaciated valley. The contrast with the lush green of the divide and
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the dry green of Routeburn Falls was striking, Harris Saddle appearing to alter the
weather to give a microclimate. More Totley-on-Tour photo staging ensued!
I took the lead down the easy running track to Routeburn Flats. You could sense
the end now, the track was ridiculously easy to run. Lisa pulled me up as I’d
unknowingly gone down to 8 minute miles, so we swapped back to Lisa in front. I
chuckled as we passed a lady who stared at Lisa in disbelief as she went past.
Clearly she was tired from walking and couldn’t believe anyone would actually
run the thing. One last drop and we reached the end car park. The whole run had
come in at 23.5 miles, 7 1/2 hours after we left divide. We beat the car by 15
minutes!
We headed to Queenstown for a well deserved hearty meal. Friends back home
were starting to wake up and see the pictures we posted. One of Lisa’s friends had
commented, “Is that guy wearing a Totley vest??” Yep, that’s right!

Good News Story
Colin White
When I agreed to coordinate the
building of the gate and the path
to the pavilion I was aware that
most organisations have a few
keen active members and that
many members contribute very
little. It was therefore a pleasant
surprise to find that most Totley
runners responded very positively
when I asked them to help. Now
that the project is finished we
saved over £3000 by doing it
ourselves so when you access the
pavilion on a muddy day and
appreciate the path, try to find
time to thank any of the following
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people who played a part in constructing the path and gate: Bryan Bradwell,
Jeremy Brayshaw, Pat Corrigan, Robert Dransfield, Richard Durkin, Gavin Ewan,
Richard Gray, Kieran Hickey, Don Longley, Rob Mason, Matthew Sedgewick,
Bert Simmons, Hazel Tant, Steve Terry and Mark White.
The fact that so many members are willing to step in and help is a sign that Totley
AC is in a healthy state.

Parkrun (www.parkrun.com)
Ian Cooper, January 2017
As it’s now over a year since I summarised Totlies’ performances at Parkruns
around the UK and elsewhere, it's time for an update. There are still five 5km
Parkruns in Sheffield at Endcliffe Park (325 held), Concord Park (310), Graves
Park (246), Hillsborough Park (207) and Sheffield Castle (177) (correct to 14
January 2017). Recently joined has been the 2.5km Junior Parkrun at Graves (7
held so far). Totley runners mainly attend the Graves or Endcliffe runs. Endcliffe
is the largest in Sheffield with the record at 725 runners. Endcliffe has now (at 16
January) had 14,145 different runners and 121,012 runs in total.
I enter as South Yorkshire Orienteers (which is my main club, so you won’t see
me in the Totley stats) and have now done 168 Parkruns, with 110 at Endcliffe
and 15 in South Africa. I’ve run at 29 different locations, fastest 24.21, slowest
54.04 (my times tend to be determined by the following day's - or even Saturday
afternoon’s - orienteering! Or whether I am the tail runner). The most travelled
TAC member is Bryan Bradwell with his 203 Parkruns at 61 different locations,
125 at Graves with a best of 20.02, and all in the UK (although the Peter Pan
Parkrun sounds suspicious).
So now a few statistics (as at 16 January 2017) for those registered as Totley (so
excluding me):• Most Parkruns by Bryan Bradwell at 203, with his 61 different UK
locations putting him pretty high on the Parkrun UK Honour List of those
who have visited the most different UK Parkruns.
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•

Endcliffe – 143 Totley runners, with 2305 Totley runs in total. Fastest
TAC male Steve Franklin 16.09, fastest TAC female Laura Allen 18.53.
Graves – 116 runners, with 1671 runs. Fastest TAC male Oliver Hart
17.56, fastest TAC female Laura Allen 19.50.
Concord Park – 31 runners, with 69 runs
Hillsborough Park – 30 runners, with 114 runs
Sheffield Castle – 29 runners, with 84 runs
Poolsbrook (Chesterfield) - 17 runners, with 40 runs

•

•

For Endcliffe Park, Female record holder – Rebecca Robinson (Kendal
AAC) in 16.39: Male record holder – Paul Whitelam (Thames Valley
Harriers) in 15.23.
Best TAC age/sex related times by Yvonne Twelvetree (VW 65-69) at
91.53% of her age standard, and Anthony Whitehouse (VM 60-64) at
86.48 of his age standard.

Focussing on Endcliffe, I’ve marshalled there a few times and there’s always a
few Totley runners. Out by 9, finished by 9.30, back home by 10.00 with the rest
of the day ahead of you. All Parkruns are friendly and don't have any concerns if
you are not the fastest there. If you have time, visit the Endcliffe cafe after your
run for a chat with others. A good start to Saturday and some good speed training.
Don’t think you only need to do long runs. When I lived in South Africa, weekly
5/8 km time trials were a key part of marathon and ultra training.
Each Parkrun in each country has its own character. Bushy Park is the original
from October 2004, now at 663 runs with highest attendance of 1705 and runners
having completed over 2 million kms in those runs. The highest runs by an
individual is 597, so at 50 runs a year that took 12 years – with 2,985 km covered.
There are new Parkruns now in France, Italy and Sweden.
If you want to have a go, register as a new runner on the Parkrun website (you
might need to go to a local website like Sheffield Hallam Parkrun) and print out a
copy of your personal barcode, which is used for recording times at the races. I
transpaseal mine & pin it to my running vest so it can be easily scanned when I
finish – nothing worse when you are scanning bar codes than when the barcode is
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paper and it’s been in a shoe on a rainy day. You also get emails about Parkrun,
giving your result and info about Parkruns across the UK. And when away from
Sheffield, there may be a Parkrun nearby you could try.

Race Reports
Colin’s Handicap, 07/07/16
Colin White
A fine summer evening lured out 42 runners to attempt this year’s handicap. First
home was Clive Waddington who should be congratulated on two counts; first for
a fine run after his recent illness and, secondly, for successfully arguing to have
his handicap reduced! Susie Ricketts, Sarah Harris and newcomer Colin Osborn
also had very good runs.
To be eligible for the handicap shields you must have raced over this course in the
last 18 months so that the handicap is an accurate one. Given this requirement,
this year’s winners were Jon Sanderson and Roz Massey who each clipped almost
a minute off the times they recorded in the Totley Moor race three weeks earlier.
For those geeks who like statistics everyone was supposed to finish in 65 minutes.
Hence, if your finish time was less than 65 min you should congratulate yourself
that you ran faster than your average recent form.
Special thanks, as always, to my helpers Don and Ian; thanks also to Bert and Roz
for organising the pasta meal in the pub afterwards.

Wilne 10k - 04/9/16
Mandy Moore
I’ve done this race once before and still enjoyed it. Advertised as a ‘flat scenic route’,
it is just that with hardly a rise in gradient on this one & three quarter lap of country
lanes. The week before at Blackpool, husband Andrew had shouted at me to ‘get
further forward, there are loads of fun runners who will get in your way’ ( I did) and
at Wilne, ‘coach’ Mark warned me not to start too far back but on the narrow lane I
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hadn’t been able to see how far back I was or what the runners in front looked like so
spent the first mile trying to navigate round fun runners so despite feeling awful, I
was one second faster at Blackpool. I have learned to position myself better at the
start of races & listen to the fast guys who are trying to help me.
1)

Danal Desta

Swansea

30:18

33)

Sophie Cowper

Lincoln

34:41

75)

Mark Havenhand

Kingstone

37:02

157)

Philip Kelly

Totley

40:20

451)

Mandy Moore

Totley

51:23

926 finished
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